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The large size of PST file is not easy to handle issue and it irritates Outlook users with creation of
many problems. Actually, the size limitation of PST files is different for ANSI and Unicode PST files
like Outlook 2002 and prior versions of it creates the file in ANSI format and other versions of
Outlook stores the PST file into Unicode format that contains the data up to 20 GB. When PST files
approach to the end of file size limit then, Outlook performs all the actions by making delay like
sending/receiving emails taking more time over than normal time taken by Outlook. In order to
resolve this problem better to use an external tool to split PST files that can simply reduce the PST
file size.

A Practical Situation That Rises Because Of Oversized PST Files

"Errors have been detected in the file "file path". Quit all mail-enabled applications,

Where file path is referred to the specific location of file.

During file copy process this error can also shown by computer screen, but with the other text:

"Can't Copy the items. The file %PST file name% has reached its maximum size. To reduce the
amount of data in this file, select some items that you no longer need, then permanently (Shift+Del)
delete them."

Why Such Error Occurs?

Outsize Personal storage files are the reason of encountering such errors. When you go over size
limitation, this error message comes across. As well Outlook provides built-in utility with name
Repair Tool for recovery of damaged personal file but, this facility is not for resolution of extra-large
file size matter. Ã‚ Moreover, you will get the error when ANSI PST files reached to 1.82 GB so, it is
clear that you cannot fill the PST file up to limit.

How To Coup Up With Situation?

Better to use an outside commercial application to oversize split PST files is the proper solution of
oversized PST problem. Because not any built-in application can help you out to resolve large PST
file corruption issues. PST Splitter is one of the technically sound applications that are engaged in
reduction of PST file size if it is being the cause of Outlook slow performance. As well it also allows
users to split PST files by folder, by date, by year, or by size so, tool to split PST files serves for
different needs of numerous Outlook users. Read more:- http://www.pstsplitter.org/tool-to-split-pst-
files.html
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concern of organization. Split PST file is the a tool to split  PST files when large size of Outlook PST
files irritates Outlook users,  this problem solve with a PST Splitter software.
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